
Imagery!

Benefits of imagery for athletes:!
•  Imagery enhances performance & psychological states relevant to performance 

like confidence & self-efficacy."
•  Imagery provides additional training without the physical impact on the body. 

The more vivid images are, the more likely they are to be interpreted by the 
brain as identical to the actual event, which increases the effectiveness of 
mental practice."

•  Imagining perfect executions of a particular skill may augment the activation of 
relevant motor programs which are needed for that skill providing a moderate 
but significant impact on motor skill performance."

!
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What is imagery?!
Imagery is a popular mental 
technique used by successful, 
elite athletes. It involves the use 
of one or more of the senses to 
create, imitate or recreate a 
sporting skill, experience or 
situation in an athlete’s mind. It 
can be used at any time, in any 
place, before, during and after 
training or competition. Athletes 
will use it differently based on 
their ability to create images 
which are vivid & controllable, 
their skill at making visual 
representation and kinesthetic 
feelings & their ease at drawing 
on emotional experiences. 
Imagery helps athletes enhance 
their performance, either directly 
by improving their skills & 
strategies or indirectly through 
enhancing motivation, 
regulating arousal, or increasing 
self-confidence."
!
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Types of imagery!
There are five types of imagery & each has a 
different benefit:"
Cognitive imagery will help with skill & 
strategy rehearsal. There are two types:"
•  CG - where you mentally rehearse race 

plans, strategies & routines. It gives 
general performance benefits."

•  CS - where you mentally rehearse specific 
sports skills so you enhance the 
performance of skills you already know & 
are learning."

Motivational imagery will help immediately 
before a competition to increase arousal or 
self-confidence. There are three types:"
•  MG-A - used to improve feelings of 

relaxation, stress, anxiety, affect, mood, 
emotions & arousal. Can be used to 
decrease anxiety or ‘psych up’ before a 
race."

•  MG-M - helps an athlete feel in control, 
focused, mentally tough & confident."

•  MS - allows athletes to imagine goal 
achievement (process, performance & 
outcome) & accomplishments like winning."

"



Imagery techniques!

Creating your imagery script!
!
To use imagery effectively it is suggested that a script is used. This allows you to ensure 
your imagery is a rich & realistic experience. To create your script & make it personal & 
meaningful to you four steps should be followed:"
1.    Make it appropriate for you. Think about your sport, goals, competitive level, type of 
skills required & if you are competing against others or yourself."
2.    Consider where & when you will use the script. During training, in bed, pre-
competition? With someone reading it to you or through headphones? Will you record it or 
someone else? The voice, clarity, the tempo, tone, enunciation, and pronunciation should 
help you focus rather than detract from the imagery. You can use music but match it to the 
purpose of the imagery; arousing or relaxing. "
3.    Think about why you are using the script. Consider the different functions of imagery 
& match your script to that. "
4.    Carefully tailor your content. Different images mean different things to different people 
so align your script with images and words that really resonate with you. Incorporate 
feelings, situations & environments which are familiar to you so you can easily recall 
these details from memory. This will result in a clearer & more vivid scenarios."

Tips to use imagery effectively!
!
•  Practice. The more frequently you use imagery the better your ability at using it will be 

and this will impact positively on how you are able to perform."
•  Use regularly. To be most effective, imagery practice needs to be systematically 

incorporated into your training regime and competition preparation."
•  Be precise. To ensure your practice is high in functional equivalence your script needs 

to be as lifelike as possible through the use of multiple senses (e.g., sight, smell, 
kinesthetic), timing, emotion, perspective & accurate portrayal of the task."

•  Start short. Start with shorter sessions of 1-2 minutes that can gradually be increased 
in length as you develop your imagery skills."

•  Be specific - Think about why you are using imagery & make sure your script matches 
your intended outcome. Consider the specific sport situation, the function of the 
imagery type you want, the outcomes you are looking for & your imagery ability."

•  Test your script - Write a draft but then test & refine."
•  Evaluate – regularly consider how the script is working for you & update and evolve it 

to be as effective as possible. Modifications will keep it fresh & effective."
•  Follow the 7 point checklist in the PETTLEP model (Holmes & Collins, 2001). 

PETTLEP stands for each element that should be incorporated into your imagery: 
Physical – Environment - Task - Timing – Learning - Emotion – Perspective."


